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Fire temple ocarina of time map



Click the room to find out all the plants in the game, trees, rocks, bugs or fish in that room using the tools below instead, you can search for specific plants or different species to make them mark across the map. Nature Nature Search Site: Select Console: Nintendo 64, GameCube, Wii (classic), Nintendo
3DS under fire roaring from Death Mountain erects temple of fire. It is a symbol of strength and courage, nourished by a burning heart. Many ancient heroes remember in their wake. Goron City[edited] Since I had traveled through time and turned into an adult, the cloud turned around the Red Mountain of
Death and caught. The sky near the mountain is blurred with smoke and ash, and the summit is very violent and active. It's time to find out the source of her strange activity. Make your way to The City of Goron. You must find it deserted, with the exception of a small one, rolling goron. Use your bombs to
stop him (you can do it anywhere, unlike the hot roeder goron seen as a child). The Goron tells you his name, which is the same as Link's. He explains that Janundorf captured all the Gorons and imprisoned them in the Temple of Fire, and Daronia's son also reveals that his father is a descendant of the
ancient Hero of Goron, who killed Wolfagia using the legendary hammer. The son of Daronia gives you a goron jacket to protect you from the extreme heat of the temple and tells you about a secret passage to the temple from his father's room. As soon as you talk to him, the Goron shop and the Daronia
room open. Special note: You can do this in preparation as well. If you want to save time, do it first with a hooves song then later you can turn back again instead of having to ride and run all the way back to the Temple of Fire without any interruption. Inside one of the several rooms filled with rocks, on
the same floor as The Son of Darwinia, you'll find a midiguron, a very large goron that coined a giant knife that took him seven years. You can buy them for 200 rupees, but they are very weak and after a few strokes you will crash to 1/4 of length and become a giant knife (broken). Because of this, you are
allowed to buy alternatives for the same price over and over again, but really not worth it. The weapon causes more damage than the main sword, but since there is a permanent option, it is better to go for it if you want to deal with more power. Biggoron, a small mountain-sized goron, can form you a
blade, but you need to complete a commercial pursuit if you want him to be in the prime case of action. The statue was moved centered on the wall in the Daronia room to detect passage to the pit of The Mountain of Death. After entering, look to your left and you should see a bridge with a broken section
near you. Use your Hookshot on another wooden section above the work section of the bridge to get across. walking a little further along The Sheikh will appear at this time to teach you Bolero of fire, and the melody that will lead you to the Temple of Fire. Bolero from the head of the fire down the bridge
and turn left on the path that leads to the side of the mountain. If you decide to drop all the way down the hole with a ladder you have to take some damage from a massive fall, so either climb from the top or jump down to the ladder from the other side. Turn around and you will face the entrance to the
Temple of Fire[edit] Darunia[edit] as soon as you enter the temple, head forward and climb the stairs. Watch out for the Keese fire as you run to the left and go through the unlocked door. You'll see Daronia straight ahead. He tells you a short story about how Janundorf locked up all the Goron to feed the
legendary dragon (Wolfagia) goes to seal the dragon even though he doesn't have the legendary hammer (or boss key!). Edit Gorons [Edit] Goron #1 After talking to Daronia, turn left and make your way across the three platforms - you'll land near a key. Step on it to open the cell, then talk to Goron - he'll
tell you the column in the ceiling of the main room must be manipulated in order to follow the Daronia trail. When the conversation ends, open the chest to collect a small key. Jump back across the platforms the way you came in and back into the main entrance room - now that you have a key you can go
through the locked door to the east. It should be noted that each cell opens with a switch, and most cells have small-key breasts. Also, be sure to talk to gorons as you edit them - each one will tell you about the keys in the temple, the destructive walls, the fake doors, the strange dancing enemies, and
even reveal the secrets in the temple. Goron #2 [edit] in this next room, run straight forward across the bridge - there's a gap near the end, but if you keep running you'll have enough momentum to jump across. Be careful of the fire-kis that lurks here - kill or avoid them. After crossing the bridge, turn right
and cross a wooden board. Run along the wall (you will have to step through the lava but don't worry, a short encounter will not hurt you), and go straight to the golden brick platform. There is a small area of brick on the wall in the form of a door - if you hit with your sword you will notice a slightly different
sound instead of the usual clang. This sound is a cue to pound the wall - enter the aperture to find another goron. He spoke to the Goron and then retrieved another small key from Goron's chest #3 [editing] the first shot skulltulaAfter editing Goron III, and played a song of time to put the time block as a
platform. Climb into the room above. Stay at the back of the room and defend while floating tiles fly at you. Wait until all eight have been demolished before taking the style. Use Hookshot to resemble and Once with the Biggoron sword. If you lack this weapon, shoot two arrows at it instead. As you leave
open in the wall, follow your steps to the right, and continue all the way to the other side of the room. Along the remote wall will be another golden brick area. The door here has already been uncovered, and the insolence of time lies on the balcony above it. Go inside the door and follow the road to find
another key and another locked goron. Free him, talk to him, get another key. Two puzzles [edit] follow your steps again, and return to the end of the bridge with the door closed - open it, and as you enter the room you will notice a rather large fence in front of you. Hookshot just above the solid square-
shaped opening - you will grab the fence (instead, a little harder, you can cross the plank and walk up the fence on the other side). Climb up and kill some Keese from a distance with Hookshot (there are two both to the right and left). Ginger make your way to the right side, then hop down and push a large
block off the edge to the heater of lava erupting from the bottom. Jump immediately down on top of the block (as you jump, press back to stop your forward movement) because it will be pushed up to the second floor. Inside the small room, open the door and move to the next large room. You'll see goron
trapped here, but ignore it for now because you can't do anything for him at the moment. Go to the left and climb the edges with the fires moving on them - fires are actually produced by slow-moving enemies called torch molluscs, and you can kill them if they give you problems. Take two hits to kill them -
once to extinguish the flame, one more to finish them off (hit them once with your sword, and wait for them to turn white to finish them). Climb to the top of the edge and jump to the other edge on the right. You'll see a new type of switch, crystal switch, but don't bother hitting it yet. Push the block on the
edge down and then jump down and drag it as far as you can go. Make your way around him and then jump on it and then on either a fence or a nearby platform. Climb the fence up to one level - although you can't see it from where you are, there's a fire that prevents you from climbing from this room, so
go to the edge right above the crystal key. Take aim and hit it with Hookshot, or drop a bomb on it, then quickly climb up to the top level and then scramble up the fence before time runs out. Enter the door upstairs. Gorons #4 and #5 [edit] the second fire SkulltulaFollow the outer wall northward until it
reaches a small alcove, protected (the camera will change when you go under the build-up). If you reach the wall to the left or the middle, it will make a different sound than any of the other walls. You can destroy this wall with a bomb, and Behind them is this room visible on the map in the northwest, as it
stands out north ward of the main area. There are two Gorons in this big room - unfortunately, there are also giant rocks rolling around the room to keep you in the bay. First turn to the left (until, as the camera will turn) and stay along the outer wall until you reach the alcove with the door. Go through it to
find the first goron. Free him, take the key, then get out of the room and go back to where the rocks are. Keep circling around the perimeter of this room and you'll find the second Goron (look for the nearest key!). Make sure you get the key! From the head of The Second Goron directly until you see the
first break in the wall to the left - head diagonally through it, continue to follow the wall, and where it appears sharply you will find the door closed. Open it and get out of the room the map of the cell [edit] go through the door and in the next room do not fall from the narrow edge! If you do, you will fall back
to the first room that is locked to the east of the entrance to the temple. To your right the door is forbidden look for the eye key and shoot it with the arrow to open the door. Go to the door carefully inside the room behind it there is a chest with the map of the cell . Go back to the narrow corridor and enter
the locked door. across a narrow beam to the other side. Once you step on the metal grate at the end of the fire beam begins to form behind you, and you proceed. Cross up you on the other side (if the fire catches you, you can jump on columns with hearts, located almost halfway across, for safety), then
enter the door. Goron #6 [edit] the third and fourth fire SkulltulasAs you re-enter the rock room, playing a scarecrow song. The Scarecrow will appear on the platform on the right of the door. You may want to place a Farore wind-grazing point before continuing this way to return quickly. Use Hookshot to
get up, then rotate and use it on the target on another platform to the left of the door. As you land on it, this platform will rise to the fourth floor. Run around the corner, climb the fence, then grab the first gold scalola. Climbthe fence which was on skulltula gold, then go through the door. In the next room is a
giant hole, walking to the edge and using Hookshot on the nearby gold skull, hanging only on the wall at eye level. If you decide to open the chest in this room, you'll race to try to get a huge rupee (worth 200)! You are now back in the room with rolling rocks, but now you are on top of a wall. Try not to fall
down otherwise you have to go back jumping to the platform straight ahead with a crack in the ground and flat torch. Kill the torch alloy, then stand on top of the crack. Navi's going to tell you she's hearing The Ghuron voices down stairs. Either jump down (you will lose one heart) or climb the fence and
you will be in the room that You once saw Goron but can not reach. However, now you can edit Goron and get the key. Go back to where you just fell and climb up again. Goron #7 [edit] once you're at the top jumping to the platform has a switch. Avoid jumping when the rocks are passed by as they can
knock you back to the floor below. Step on the switch to open the Goron cell. Go to the gate that just opened. Release the Goron and get the key. Back through the door that brought you upstairs in this room there is a door on the midwest side of this room. Jump from metal rods to a platform (it looks too
high, but you can make it) and open the door closed. Faster, because the fire will now form and sweep from behind you. You will now be in a small corridor, and now you will be in a small corridor simply running through the door on the other side. Hot maze [edit] be careful in this room, it's a great maze. If
you get very close to some places, the walls of fire appear. You'll get used to it after a while there are some fake doors in this room, so before trying to open the door use a bomb on the door if it looks strange (fake doors stand out from the wall, real doors are inset). Go to the right and go through the door
to the northeast to grab the compass. Then go back to the maze room. Move carefully in this room to the closed door (the door exits north) on the south side of the central area (sticking to the left side and the outer wall to get around easily). Watch out for statues/totem poles that spike flames. Some
timing, some shoot based on proximity like flame walls. Go to the locked door and pass through the lobby, past Goron for now and straight out the other door. You are now on the other side of the maze room. There is a key that will extinguish the fire at the end of the maze. Stomping on the switch will lead
to a ticking event that will let you out through the door to the west. Scout from the way to the platform with constant flames, then return to the switch and step on it. Run towards the door, and remember to be careful since the walls of fire are everywhere. This may take you a few tries to get on track down if
you don't figure it out before hand. Once you get the edge at the end of the maze, do not go at the door immediately. Use a bomb first because the real door is hidden by a fake one that will damage you if you open it. Head to the real door when you are able. The luminous dancer [edit] will show a mini
coach here. It is a luminous dancer and a luminous dancer is not difficult to defeat but it can sometimes be difficult to fight. When he spins around in one spot or runs around the room, throwing or putting a bomb next to him or in front of him (or you can target him and Hook shot). After it explodes, it will
knock her body out of her fire clothes. Instead, stand on the platform in the middle of the room and shoot a luminous dancer with your Hookshot whenever it spins in place. The small body will run in circles after losing its clothes. Chase him and attack him with a sword or hookshot. The spin attack works
best as it has more power than just your sword alone, but it may be difficult to get the timing right. The luminous dancer will respawn her clothes from the fire in the middle of the room, and restore health if she does not receive enough damage. The color of the clothes represents the amount of damage it
has received: red means undamaged, blue means moderate damage, and green means about death. When he dies, he jumps on the elevator in the middle of the room to reach the top floor. Hammer Megaton [edit] once at the top, take the door and turn to your right. Climbing the fence. Then throw a
bomb on the crystal switch or hit with Hookshot to move the switch to make the flames disappear briefly; This next-door room is set in the form of an octagonal doughnut. Climb the steps to the left, but don't press the switch. Use your bow to pick off the three Fire Keese located around the room. When you
hit the switch, you'll have about 15 seconds to run along the narrow road in the middle of the room to the top where the fires and open the big treasure chest. The next part is tricky, and if you mess you will have to spend a long time running back. Because of this it is recommended that the wind use a little
farr ways away from the switch. Hit the switch when it's ready, then run and jump on the platform and quickly run up to the chest treasure and unlock it. You have to hurry or the fire will ignite again. When jogging, it is possible that you never have to slow down, but if you are not sure you are not pushing
yourself or may fall down anyway. The main thing to remember is not to fall into the hole! If you do, you'll fall back to the narrow edge, or worse, even further to the room that's locked first! If you need to, use the wind in The Pharoah here to make getting here easier if you fall. When you get on top, open
the chest to get the Megaton hammer. This is the legendary hammer it takes both hands to hold because it is too heavy, but it can crush things and send a radial shock wave across the ground. Go back down the stairs and look for a block with tiki's face on it. It's by the switch and the door that entered this
room in; Drop the hole and hit the statue with the hammer in this room to get rid of it (once in a block blow). Enter the door behind her. Watch out for keese fire in this room. on the edge of the empty pool area there's a lonely block that sticks up from the edge with one of the smiley faces on it, but hit the
block with a hammer. This makes the floor turn into a drawer. Grab one of the small boxes behind you, then hop down the stairs and place them on the blue key at the bottom of the stairs to unscrew the door. In this next room step on the tiki block hammer will drop down and become a block that leads to
both the column you need to hit and the door blocked. Don't hit the column yet instead, jump to the forbidden door. There's a key to open it, but it's rusty and won't budge. Hit the switch with the Megaton hammer to press it and the door will open. Goron #8 [edit] the fifth fire SkulltulaIn room with like there
is a gold skull on the wall. To safely receive it's symbolic, first defend against the five floating tiles, then use hookshot-style and once hit with the Biggoron sword. If you lack this weapon, shoot arrows at it instead. In this next room is a time block on the edge on the other side of the room. Play a song of
time while still cross from the time block. It now serves as a platform in the gap between the two sides of the room. Jump down on a blue block and then on the other side of the room. Hit the rusty key with your hammer this will open the gate that carries the goron jump to where (Goron) and go and talk to
him get the key and then leave from the same way you came into this room (you should be able to get up using the time block). Back in the fire maze room, jump over a tiki stone that has been dropped and land on the surface of a temple structure like in front of you. Hit the tiki block in the middle with the
hammer. This is actually a substrate that you need to hit. I will fall with a column and the ground in the middle of the lava pond between the 2 doors in the room where I met Darunia. Get out of this room through the ordinary door until you are back in the first room of the whole temple. There is a statue on
the right of the stairs when you first walk in the temple. Use your Megaton hammer to eliminate the bust. Enter the locked door. In this next room simply kill all the fire-killing and spraying molluscs to open the next door. In this room, avoid such like tiles and run directly to the exit. Like i will suck you in and
take your shield and tunic. If it does, simply kill it and get your items back, but remember, don't leave the room or they will digest your items permanently; In this next room is another luminous dancer. This time, take your trusty Megaton Hammer and slam it right by a luminous dancer to knock out her
clothes and then chase and hit him. Do this until it is defeated and explodes. A small chest will appear there are bombs in the chest if you want them. Enter the next room. Boss key [edit] there's another rusty switch in this room. Hit him with Another goron is freed and get the boss key out of the complex
chest. Back to the room where I met Darunia and jump directly on the pole in the middle and then to the door boss. If you like, i stored fairies in the room there are two fairies in the jars on the platform to the far right. Use your hookshot to get there. There are also bombs that can be stored on. Open the
president's door to enter the final room. Note that you need to have a red fire jacket on, to withstand the heat. Boss: Volvagia[edit] in this room, use the stone platform to jump on the main platform in the middle - it has many lava holes scattered around it. The stone platform will then sink into the lava,
trapping you in the center. Suddenly, the middle hole of lava will break out... Bring you face to face with anything other than the Temple of Fire trainer. The head of the Temple of Fire is: Underground Lava Dragon: Volvagia. After a short scene with Wolfagia flying around, he will drop down through one of
the pits in the ground. You'll then see a small explosion of fire from one of the holes - this indicates the hole that he's going to get out of (for now). After the fire broke out, he will stick his head out of the ground - this is the time to hit. Run and hit him with the Megaton hammer - this will stun him and allow
you to hit him with your sword. If you jump attack with the Megaton hammer while he is stunned it will do more damage than a jumping attack with the main sword. Biggoron Sword Jump Attack does the same damage as a jumping attack with the Megaton Hammer. However, if you don't time and fail to
stun him, he'll blast you with fire breathing or take a swing while you're still recovering from the hammer swing, so watch out. After it is damaged it will sink back into his hole. You'll see again another small explosion of flame from one of the pits, but ignore it - you won't be able to hit it because this time
he's going to go out, fly around and shoot you. To avoid taking damage, simply walk slowly off the edge of the platform and hang out there while he floats around. Then he will sink back into a hole and repeat the same process. Look for a fire blast, a thunderbolt with a hammer, struck with a sword, and he
returns to earth. However, next time he comes to fly around he will fall rocks from the ceiling, so you will definitely want to hang off the side at this time to avoid any accidents. You can shoot arrows at him while he flies to get it faster. Note: If you fall or get knocked into the lava for any reason during a
boss battle, you can climb back on both sides of the center platform in order to escape the lava and resume the battle. Once you've damaged him enough, he'll deviate a little from the pattern above - he'll try and fool you by blowing up the fire from several pits before deciding to get out of the post.
However, as long as you Enough to the edge of the platform you should be able to keep all the holes in the width, thus seeing which one he will eventually come out of. Also, he will return to the hole faster than before, but this should not be a problem as long as it stays on top of his face. If you're going
after him with only three hearts, you're going to want to beat him as efficiently as possible - that means just hitting him with jumps attacks with biggoron sword (three times he toast), and certainly hanging off the edge when he starts dropping rocks. After defeating him he will fall back into the lava pit, fly
one last time and then disintegrate into the bone, and collapse to the ground. His head goes down next to you and burns away from a heart container. Another medallion [edit] with The Wolfagia went and edited the Gorons, a fiery cloud that revolves around the mountain of death returns to its natural state
in a giant eruption. As a result, the sky is ashe near the mountain and in the village of Cacérico is clear. You will be taken back to the wise men's room where Daronia will appear and talk to you. He became the sage of fire and the keeper of the temple of fire. He gives you his thanks, then he gives you a
medal of fire that, containing his strength. Now you and he are real brothers! After this, you will be taken back to the Pit mountain of death. The bridge back to The City of Goron is still out so you'll have to cross it with Hookshot, or you can play one of Ocarina's songs to move it out. Sidequests [edit]
double your magic power [edit] get half heartthere are two heart pieces available here now (provided you have at least one Magic Bean in your inventory - if not, you'll have to go back and get one; you'll also have bottle bugs for this too). Warr back to the temple of time and replace the main sword. Then,
as a child, use Bolero from the fire to fake back to the pit of death mountain. There is a small patch of soil near the yaws point - release your bugs and kill skulltula gold that appears. Then plant the magic beans in the soil and back back to The Temple of Time.Warp back to the spot as an adult - the factory
will be waiting for you! Ride the plant to a piece of heart on a nearby mountain - a heart piece on top where you can see it. From there jump to the flop point, hop back on the plant, and ride it up to the resting alcove with another piece of heart - jump in and grab it. To leave, walk off the edge - you are on a
scalable wall. Climb it up and keep up with your work. Alternately, you can still get the second piece of heart even without planting a magic pill - after you enter from the top of the mountain (where Biggoron and fairy are) simply walk to the edge and climb the wall to alcove. Death Mountain Pit: The
Entrance to the Great Fairy Fountain. As you approached. Entrance back to Gooron City, head left - you find a cave blocked by two red rock. Smash them with the Megaton hammer and enter the passage - you'll end up in a great fairy fountain. Play Zelda in Lullaby, the wise nymph inside will stretch the
size of your magic bar. Water Temple Quest [edit] Ice Cave is the next place for you to go. But if you've done with this master quest, you can skip it without any problem. So save yourself trouble and teleport to where the water temple is. Lots of golden skull! There are now many more skulltula to collect:
The Death Mountain Trail: At night, go to a spot with a fence where you throw a flower bomb down to release dodongo cave, and find a red rock. Destroy it with the Megaton hammer to detect Skulltula. Death Mountain Trail: At night, the head of the climbable wall near the top of Mount Death - along the
final stretch there are three red rocks. The third (closest to the base of the wall) hides Skulltula. Goron City: There is a skull on the base of the qam hanging above the centre of Goron (where the spiritual stone of the fire once rested). Walk carefully across the ropes so you can see Skulltula with Hookshot,
taking care not to hit the wooden platform instead. Do this at night pit mountain death: as a child, use Bolero from the fire to fake it to death mount the crater and drop some bottle bugs on the nearby patch soil to force out Skulltula (see details in the heart piece sidebar). Don't hang around unnecessarily or
you'll get on fire and die! Die!
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